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Shadwell Stud Announces 2019 Arabian Breeding Stallions
4 December 2018, UK ~ MANARK (MAHABB) will start his stallion career in 2019. Bred in
France by Haras de Mandore, MANARK won impressively on debut at three. His trainer,
Damien de Watrigant, commented: “MANARK showed a lot of natural speed and was very
precocious. He was always very easy to train.”
Bought by HH Sheikh Hamdan bin Rashid Al Maktoum, he continued his successful first season
with three more victories, including the Group 2 PA Emirates Equestrian Federation International
Stakes at Newbury and a third place in the Group 1 PA Coupe de France des Chevaux Arabes at
Chantilly. After a setback, MANARK joined the stables of champion trainer Gill Duffield in the
UK at five, and showed remarkable consistency with several placed efforts at Group level.
Exported to the UAE, MANARK was then trained by Erwan Charpy. After a first run in Abu
Dhabi, he was entered in the Group 2 PA Bani Yas at Meydan, over seven furlongs where he
demonstrated outstanding speed and won by more than nine lengths. His next start was the
prestigious Group 1 PA Dubai Kahayla Classic, over ten furlongs. Ridden by Dane O’Neill, he
took the lead from the start and fought off every attack to win by more than two lengths. His trainer
commented: “MANARK has been the best Pure Arabian I have been fortunate to train, as he
combined an exceptional physique with pure class on the racetrack. His great early speed coupled
with a very high cruising speed has been his main asset, winning unchallenged over 1400m as well
as 2000m, against top performers.”
MANARK will join AF AL BURAQ, MADJANI and NO RISK AL MAURY at Haras de Saint
Faust in France. With winners as the top level such as AL ZAHIR (MADJANI), AL SHAMOOS
(NO RISK AL MAURY) and BARNAMAJ (NO RISK AL MAURY), MADJANI and NO RISK AL
MAURY are establishing themselves as exceptional sires. AF AL BURAQ has been leading
sire in the UAE for the second season running in 2017-2018 and continues to sire consistent
good performers.
AL JAKBAR, MADJANI and NO RISK AL MAURY are available for natural cover and AI with
frozen semen.
HANDASSA and TAAJER are available for AI with fresh and frozen semen.
MANARK, AF AL BURAQ and AL SAOUDI are available for natural cover only.
The first foals of HANDASSA and TAAJER will be on the ground in 2019. With great pedigrees
and amazing temperaments, both stallions have been well received by breeders and will continue
to stand respectively in the UK and Italy. AL SAOUDI and AL JAKBAR will both stand in the UK at
Shadwell Stud. From limited opportunities, they have produced good racehorses who have
performed worldwide, in Sweden, Morocco, the UAE, the UK, France, Oman, etc.
Kahayla Classic winner KAOLINO has been retired from stud duties in the USA. Standing at
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Mandolynn Hill Farm for the past few years, KAOLINO has sired stakes winners and performers
such as KALINO, the first winner of the Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan Jewel Crown in Abu
Dhabi, SMOKE HOUSE, KAO KAT MHF, KAO MALOAN SWA, LAST CALL MHF, FRENCH
ATHBAH, etc. He will now enjoy a much deserved retirement.
Richard Lancaster, Shadwell’s Stud Director, said: “We are delighted to be able to stand a
remarkable new stallion such as MANARK, that has shown precocity and speed at three and who
continued to perform at the highest level throughout his career which culminated with his victory in
the Kahayla Classic.
“Also standing in France, AF AL BURAQ, MADJANI and NO RISK AL MAURY do not need any
introduction. They will, without a doubt, leave their mark in the history of Arabian racing.
“Our 2019 stallion roster offers various opportunities to all breeders to find the right match for their
mares. We are very grateful for all the support we receive from breeders worldwide.”

The complete roster, with the nomination fees and conditions, will be available shortly on Shadwell
Arabian Stallions website and Facebook page. Breeders are invited to contact our team to receive
their 2019 stallion brochure. Mare applications are welcome; limited books apply.
For more information about Shadwell Arabian Stallions:
arabians@shadwellstud.co.uk www.facebook.com/ShadwellArabian www.shadwellarabian.co.uk
~end
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